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Abstract — A new implementation technique of dual- and
triple-band filters is presented in this paper. The filters are
realized by utilizing a double-sided substrate with a common
ground plane. The coupling between the non-adjacent
resonators of the filters is realized through coupling slots in
the common ground plane of the double-sided substrate.
Several dual- and triple-band filters are fabricated and
tested demonstrating the desired characteristics.
Index Terms — Dual-band filters, double-sided substrates,
coupling slots, In-Line prototype, non-resonating node,
triple-band filters, transmission zeros.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed an increasing demand for
telecommunication systems that function over several
frequency bands. For example GSM cellular terminals
operate globally at 900 and 1800 MHz and wireless local
area networks such as IEEE 802.11b/g are required to
operate simultaneously at 2.4 and 5.5 GHz. Consequently
interest has grown in re-designing many components to
exhibit dual- or even triple-band characteristics.
RF/Microwave filters have been intensely investigated in
those studies. In fact the literature now holds numerous
publications discussing several design approaches
regarding the design of multi-band planar [1-6] and
coaxial filters [7]. In particular planar filter designs have
been oriented towards single layer realization.
This paper presents a simple technique of implementing
dual- and triple-band filters on double-sided substrates
[8]. The immediate advantage is that the filters do not
require any crosscoupling elements for the realization of
its transmission zeros and are therefore much easier to
fabricate. The measured characteristics of several
fabricated dual- and triple-band filters are presented.
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Fig. 1 A 1st-order dual-band filter: (a) its network prototype; and
(b) its proposed realization utilizing a double-sided substrate.
The measured frequency response of the fabricated filters with
(c) partially and (d) fully overlapping resonators.
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An attempt to improve the skirt selectivity led to the
fabrication of a 3rd-order dual-band filter whose prototype
is shown in Fig. 2(a). The implemented filter is
photographed in Fig. 2(b) and comprised a total of six
resonators; three on each layer. Its measured performance
is shown in Fig. 2(c) clearly exhibiting improved
selectivity and further proving the validity of the proposed
design technique.

II. FILTER IMPLEMENTATIONS
(a) Dual-Band Filters
Fig. 1(a) illustrates a pair of bandpass resonators intercoupled in a special way such that the resulting
transmission response between the source and load
exhibits dual-band characteristic [7]. Effectively the
circuit operates as if it comprises a single bandpass
resonator in cascade with a bandstop resonator whose
transmission zero is located within the passband of the
filter. Shown in Fig. 1(b) is the proposed realization
utilizing a double-sided substrate which comprises two
layers intervened by a common ground plane. The
operation of the proposed filter can be understood as
follows. Resonator 1 is externally coupled to a source and
a load, but also coupled to Resonator 2 located on the
other side of the substrate through a coupling slot in the
common ground plane. Should the dimensions of the
coupling slot (a and b) approach zero then the filter would
tend to have a single passband with bandedge frequencies
of f1 and f 2 . As the dimensions of the slot are increased
interaction between Resonators 1 and 2 occurs which
upon proper adjustment leads to the placement of a
transmission zero within the passband thus generating the
desired dual-band characteristic. Also the dimensions of
the slot influence the fractional bandwidths of the first and
second passbands. Effectively the first passband will have
a bandwidth stretching from f1 to f1' while the second
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passband will have a passband stretching from f 2' to f 2 .
From Fig. 1(b) it is also appreciated that for a specific
coupling strength the two resonators may fully or partially
overlap one another; a very desirable feature from an
implementation viewpoint.
With the aid of CST Microwave Studio 1 full EM
simulation was carried out to determine the dimensions
that the physical structure required. Both the top and
bottom substrates in Fig. 1(b) were Rogers RO4003C with
a dielectric constant of 3.38 and a loss tangent of 0.0027.
The dimensions h1 and h2 were 32 and 8 mil respectively.
The source and load couplings as well as the interresonator couplings were adjusted for best electrical
performance resulting in the measured electrical
performances shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). Dual-band
characteristics are clearly observed in both plots.
It is worth mentioning that all the coupling inverters of
the dual-band network prototype of Fig. 1(a) essentially
have the same phase leading to design flexibility. This is
unlike designs based on dual-band networks containing
coupling routes of mixed phases.

(c)
Fig. 2 A 3rd-order dual-band filter: (a) its network prototype; (b)
photographs of the fabricated filter; and (c) its measured
frequency response.

(b) Triple-Band Filters
It is also possible to utilize a double-sided substrate to
implement triple-band filters as will be presented in this
section. Here the design is based on a modified version of
the dual-band prototype of Fig. 1(a) as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Basically the triple-band prototype includes an extra
resonator. The physical structure realizing this circuit is
shown in Fig. 3(b) requiring that Resonator 1 to be
realized on top side of the substrate while both Resonators

1

CST Studio Suite, CST computer simulation technology,
Version 2006.
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2 and 3 to be realized on the bottom side. Once again CST
Microwave Studio was utilized to determine the
dimensions of the physical structure of Fig. 3(b) to
achieve
triple-band
performance.
Subsequent
implementation of the simulated structure led to its
measured characteristics clearly exhibiting a transmission
coefficient with three distinct bands as Fig. 3(c) presents.
(a)

(a)
(b)

(b)
(c)
Fig. 4 A 2nd-order triple-band filter: (a) its network prototype;
(b) photographs of the fabricated filter; and (c) its measured
frequency response.

(c) Dual-Band
Filters
Transmission Zeros

with

Finite-Frequency

As is well-known it is very desirable from a systems
perspective to realize filters with very sharp selectivities.
This is simply to eliminate out-of-band interference and
thus requires the placement of stopband finite-frequency
transmission zeros. To this end utilization of the In-Line
network prototype presented in [9, 10] is perhaps the most
suitable especially for implementation utilizing the
proposed double-sided substrates. A 2nd-order In-Line
dual-band prototype capable of realizing a single zero
either in the lower stopband of the first passband or in the
upper stopband of the second passband is depicted in Fig.
5(a). As seen the circuit has a single non-resonant node.

(c)
Fig. 3 A 3rd-order triple band filter: (a) its network prototype;
(b) proposed realization utilizing a double-sided substrate; and
(c) the measured frequency response of the fabricated filter.

The selectivity of the filter was further improved by
increasing its order such that it comprised a total of six
resonators. See Fig. 4 for full details.
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do not require mixed couplings or any type of
crosscoupling lending themselves to straightforward
fabrication. The measured results have confirmed the
underlying theory. It is foreseen that the design of multiband filters utilizing double-sided substrates will find
many applications in emerging multi-band RF frontends.
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Fig. 5 A 2nd-order dual-band In-Line filter: (a) its network
prototype; (b) photographs of the fabricated filter and (c) its
measured frequency response exhibiting a stopband finitefrequency transmission zero.

Following the guidelines already presented in the
previous sub-sections this network was implemented in a
similar fashion as shown in Fig. 5(b). Its measured
performance is illustrated in Fig. 5(c) showing the
realization of a finite-frequency transmission zero in the
upper stopband of the second passband. Of course
additional zeros may be realized if the order of the filter is
increased. In general it is possible to extend the
functionality of the In-Line prototype of Fig. 5(a) to
realize a triple-band filter response should this be
required.
III. CONCLUSION
The design of compact dual- and triple-band filters was
presented in this paper. The approach utilized the
attractive features offered by double-sided substrates with
common ground planes where the energy gets directed
from one layer to the other via coupling slots. Such filters
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